KADS Committee COVID19 Meeting
Tuesday 11.08.20
Virtual Meeting due to COVID19
Attendees: LT, EW, MD, KD, RS, DD, JB, CC, KH, SRD
Apologies: ET, DT
During the week there had been lots of chat on the committee WhatsApp group about posts on
KADS Chit Chat and the EA Guidance. This meeting was held to be able to make
decisions/vote on what should happen going forward.
KADS have been organising social runs on KADS Chit Chat but it has been noticed that some
of these runs have knowingly had more than 6 people turn up, on occasion 13 members have
turned up. A decision needs to be made by the committee if any involvement is needed before
the runs take place as they are breaking guidance.
EA Guidance states that runs can have unlimited numbers of members within COVID secure
environments, a ratio of 12:1 members/run leaders, or have 6 members in non secure
environments
We can’t police what members do, but we enable people to follow the rules and ask them to be
responsible. If it is found out afterwards, we can give people the guidance and ask them to
follow it for next time. Communication from members needs to be clearer to other members so
they know what to expect from the run. There can be a general post out to members reminding
them of how they can follow guidance and set up social runs; the EA guidance will be posted to
it.
We need to ensure that we validate people's feelings, both for wanting to run in groups of 12
and of 6. Run leaders being asked to lead sessions need to be empowered to run groups of 6 or
12, whichever they are comfortable with.
All members need to be aware of what COVID Secure means so that any runs with more than 6
people can be ran safely and within the guidance.

There is a run planned for Thursday, where more than 6 will be there but will split on the run and
only meet at the start in more than 6. We need to ask that groups meet separately to be in line
with EA guidance
There are other run leaders within KADS that are willing to help lead sessions, we can reach out
to them to give the EA guidance and how they can lead sessions in line with them.
Chris will finalise the lead run sessions to go ahead next week for 6 members per session. We
can work towards having groups.
Kirstie will turn her session tomorrow into a lead run as no one is booked on and she already
has risk assessments in place.
We will take a week off virtual activities for the next week to give us time to plan.

